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ABSTRACT:
We propose to bring together the solar and geospace communities to review and advance
our scientific understanding of solar-terrestrial relationships as they relate to forecasting
space weather, from moderate to extreme conditions. Recent years have brought significant
new developments in modeling, observations, and scientific understanding to research that
pertains to space weather, as well as renewed interest in space weather extremes. Despite
its being a long sought goal of the Space Physics and Aeronomy (SPA) community,
forecasting space weather remains a challenge. This Chapman Conference is being
proposed to create new community perspectives that will accelerate space weather
forecasting as a scientific discipline, and address the barriers that currently exist in its
development. There is an urgent need to develop new approaches for predicting space
weather extremes. The outcome of this meeting will be guidance for the community on new
research directions to pursue that will yield significant scientific benefits and the potential
for societal benefits as well.
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1. General Description and Objectives
Successfully predicting or forecasting the future remains one of the most
remarkable achievements of modern science, which also has practical applications.
Examples are found in the disciplines of weather and climate, and long-term seismic
forecasting being is of active interest. Successful forecasting is often among the most
stringent tests of scientific understanding. Forecasting space weather has been a highpriority national goal since the advent of the National Space Weather Program, initiated by
the Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorology in 1994 (Bonadonna et al., 2017).
Space weather has recently received renewed attention and priority as part of the National
Space Weather Strategy, summarized in the “Space Weather Action Plan” (SWAP) issued
by the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) in October 2015, and further
reinforced in the recent Executive Order from the White House: “Coordinating Efforts to
Prepare the Nation for Space Weather Events”. Emphasis on forecasting space weather
extremes is a priority.
While weather forecasting has its operational side, there is also a scientific aspect of
forecasting that is the primary focus for this Chapman Conference. Our objective is to
bring together an international and multi-disciplinary group of scientists to discuss
forecasting space weather as a scientific problem. In considering how terrestrial weather
forecasting evolved, it is clear that it could not have been contemplated without significant
scientific knowledge on the general circulation of the atmosphere having been developed in
the 1920s to 1930s. The scientific giants of the day, including von Neumann, were heavily
involved in the topic. The science of chaos as a sub-field of non-linear dynamics, which
now permeates geophysics and many other fields, finds its origins with studies of the
weather forecasting problem. It is clear that the forecasting challenge had an impact on
scientific understanding of the atmosphere, from global to mesoscale to microphysical
processes. We believe similarly that a focus on forecasting space weather will spur positive
directions for solar-terrestrial science but that could also benefit a broader range of
geophysical sciences.
Space Weather
“Space weather” as a discipline requires scientific understanding of how the Sun
affects the space environment of Earth and how Earth’s lower atmosphere influences the
space-atmosphere interaction region. These connections are central scientific questions of
our field, and dominate high priority science questions offered in the latest Heliophysics
Decadal Survey of the National Research Council (“Solar and Space Physics: A Science
for a Technological Society”). "Space weather” as a discipline emphasizes predictability of
solar and geospace phenomena. We believe scientific understanding is closely tied to
questions of predictability and success in forecasting.
Space weather as a scientific discipline inherently cuts across traditional AGU
group boundaries (solar/heliosphere – SH, magnetosphere – SM, upper atmosphere and
aeronomy – SA). The origin of space weather is often the explosive release of magnetic
energy within the solar corona, which manifests itself as solar flares and the initiation of
coronal mass ejections (CME). Another solar driver of space weather is the emergence of
open-flux regions known as coronal holes from which high-speed solar wind streams
emanate. These solar disturbances travel across interplanetary space to Earth, where they
profoundly alter the magnetosphere, ionosphere and upper atmosphere. CME shocks also
accelerate particles up to near-relativistic energies. These energetic particles have practical
consequences for satellites and human safety. Another driver of space weather is "from
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below": over the past decade, scientists have increasingly recognized the significant role of
the lower atmosphere in creating space weather (perhaps of a less extreme variety),
particularly nearer to solar minimum periods.
The Challenge of Forecasting Space Weather
Several methods could be used to produce a space weather forecast. It is useful to
consider tropospheric weather forecasting by analogy (also known as “numerical weather
prediction” or NWP). An essential need for all forecasts is observations available at a
certain epoch, generally obtained as globally as possible. How these observations are used
to produce a forecast varies widely. Methods that have been used include: graphical
methods with humans in the loop, time series forecasting methods, machine learning
methods, empirical methods, methods based strongly on "first principles" (FP) or physicsbased models, and combinations of the above. A major success of the tropospheric
numerical weather prediction community is the use of FP models that produce forecasts
superior to strictly climatological approaches or approaches that rely on human intuition.
This has ushered a golden age of synergy and interaction between the scientific community
trying to understand the atmosphere, and the operational community improving their
forecasts based on advances in scientific understanding. There has also developed a
valuable “operations to research” benefit: the NWP community generates long-term
“reanalyses” which are consistently-produced three-dimensional multi-parameter maps of
the global atmosphere, now used routinely as an essential research tool. These reanalyses
are based on FP models combined with actual observations, and are widely used in
atmosphere and climate studies.
Experience with tropospheric forecasting holds valuable lessons for space weather,
but also some cautionary lessons. For example, it is now understood that state-of-the-art
models are inherently limited in their ability to predict the weather more than 6-10 days
ahead, even with near-perfect initialization of the forecast and with very complete physics.
This limitation is due to sensitive dependence of the models on initial conditions, leading
to the phenomenon known as chaos.
Tropospheric forecasting established the value of FP models, but also that timely
observations must be incorporated into the forecasting procedure. The need for
observations is due to the mathematical structure of our FP models: there are an infinite
number of solutions to the primitive equations that underlie FP-based forecasts. Yet,
observations are not extensive enough to fully constrain the possible solution space.
Incorporating observations into forward-in-time simulations of nature, which is essentially
what weather forecasts are, is in many respects an "art form". There is no single approach
that works best in all circumstances.
Given the inherent challenge of space weather forecasting, it remains to be defined
what FP models are best suited, and how observations are to be used. Tropospheric
forecasting has revealed significant challenges when using a technique known as "data
assimilation" – that is incorporating observations to better initialize FP-based simulations.
The algorithms and data quality decisions made for NWP are in many respects an "art
form". A deeper understanding of how to connect models and observations is needed for
space weather also.
In space weather forecasting, we also face the possibility that significant gaps in our
ability to forecast will stubbornly persist. For example, it is widely known that the northsouth component of the interplanetary magnetic field (Bz) is of primary importance to
predicting the intensity of the storm-time response. For less intense storms, the state of the
lower atmosphere plays a role as well. What if we simply lack the means to forecast Bz at
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the needed accuracy? What would a space weather forecast then become? We may need to
acknowledge that, in space weather, the forecast itself needs clearer definition. In addition,
new approaches to combining FP models and observations must be developed.
A foundational aspect of our proposed conference is that a focus on forecasting
space weather will bring profound scientific benefits, and that forecasting is a very useful
way to test our scientific understanding. Over the past decade, the space physics and
aeronomy (SPA) community has developed FP models sufficiently comprehensive that a
chain of such models from Sun to Earth can be instantiated for predicting space weather
impacts at Earth starting at the Sun. This model chain can form the basis for FP-based
forecasts by analogy to tropospheric weather. Such a model suite represents in some form
our current scientific understanding of the connected Sun-Earth system. Forecasting space
weather using these models represents an excellent test of that understanding. However,
there are unique challenges in assimilating observations into such a modeling chain that
spans such a broad range of physical scales, from 10s to hundreds of millions of
kilometers.
Producing a usefully constrained set of predictions from the theory often requires
information that is not readily available. This leads to the prediction being only partially
based on the theory, creating an ambiguity in how we interpret comparisons between the
forecast and actual events. One of the difficulties is in the large variety of systems and
processes that need to be modeled to produce “Sun-to-mud” forecasts. These processes are
understood to varying degrees. Another difficulty is in providing sufficient observations to
constrain the FP-based forecasts.
A primary goal of the conference will be to review and summarize the most critical
problems in scientific understanding that limit our ability to forecast space weather. We
must also address unique and innovative ways that observations are incorporated into
forecasts, to constrain the very broad solution space that FP-based simulations can
produce. We will need to develop approaches that differ from those employed by our
colleagues in tropospheric weather in view of the much broader space and time scales
involved and lack of adequate data. A credible and new research plan is needed by the
community.
Extreme Space Weather
Space weather extremes continue to garner major attention because of their
potential impacts on society. Impacts are well documented in a National Research Council
report (2008). Extreme events are also a major area where our scientific understanding
needs to increase. Often, extreme events occur outside the bounds of where models can be
tested adequately. Thus, extreme events present tests to our fundamental understanding of
space weather processes. In the context of this Chapman Conference, we will address
extreme events along the spectrum of phenomena to be studied, and pathways to improving
forecasting capability. This will entail an improved understanding of the limitations of the
current set of FP models in representing extreme events, and finding alternative approaches
to global modeling, driven by observations or theory, to produce predictions of how
extreme events may unfold.
Forecasting extremes in space weather is particularly challenging due to the rarity
of these events. This differs from tropospheric forecasting where extreme weather (e.g.
hurricanes) happens every year. We know that an extreme space weather event such as the
Carrington event (1859) will occur again, and likely almost occurred in July of 2012. The
lack of sufficient observations of these extremes challenges our ability to develop robust
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FP models for such events, and renders our statistical approaches weak because there is
insufficient sample size. What is the appropriate way forward for forecasting extreme
events?
Scientific study of extremes will be integrated across the Conference program. We
will solicit invited speakers who have specialized knowledge of the statistics of extreme
events, and speakers who have studied extreme events from theoretical perspectives or
historical observations. We will devote a portion of the conference to the discussion of how
extreme events fit within a spectrum of space weather phenomena, and how further
scientific progress on understanding extremes can be developed.
Summary
A Chapman conference that is focused on scientific problems as they pertain to
forecasting space weather, including extremes, must address the following trinity of
perspectives:
1. Gaps in our fundamental physical understanding and how these gaps can be
overcome
2. First-principles and data-driven modeling, i.e. taking the physical
understanding we have acquired to develop methods and models with
improved predictability
3. Observational capabilities: how can observations be used to improve
forecasts and which observations are crucial?
We believe a focus on these topics will significantly advance solar-terrestrial science.
2. Meeting Approach, Emphasis on Discussion and a Forward Path
An overarching goal of the meeting is to develop a path forward for research into
space weather forecasting. The meeting will be organized to be intellectually stimulating
for the participants and significantly advance scientific understanding in new ways. We
will encourage contributions across a spectrum of career levels and not overly prioritize the
contributions of senior scientists at the expense of new ideas that may arise from earlycareer perspectives. The scientific challenges associated with space weather forecasting
dictate that innovative approaches and new paradigms are needed.
The four-day conference will be organized around daily themes that frame the
activities for that day. The first day will center on the idea that space weather is simply too
challenging to forecast in any meaningful way. We will solicit speakers who can express
this view, based on their understanding of FP models of space weather domains, or based
on observations that could be very challenging to forecast.
The theme of the second day will be space weather extremes, and scientific issues
related to forecasting such conditions. This is a somewhat specialized topic that may
require different approaches than for less extreme situations, but there is certainly overlap.
At the end of this day, preliminary suggestions for future research will be crafted.
The third day will center on the opposing idea that useful space weather forecasts
can be developed. We will solicit speakers with ideas for generating such forecasts,
including reasonable accuracy targets of forecasts that might be developed. The discussions
on the second day must address the problems raised in the first day. On the fourth day, the
conference attendees will jointly develop a way forward: the elements of a research
program that will advance space weather forecasting.
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A set of strawman requirements will be established prior to the meeting to define
what is meant by a "meaningful" forecast. Speakers will be asked to refer to these
requirements to the extent possible when addressing the feasibility of space weather
forecasting. As part of the research plan developed at the conference, the community will
define forecasting targets that could be achieved, which can serve as benchmarks for
assessing community progress.
We will solicit perspectives by more junior colleagues to balance the contributions
of more senior scientists. We will allow ample time for discussion of how to achieve the
objectives of the conference. An over-arching question that we will emphasize is: in those
areas where a strong scientific consensus appears, why do space weather predictions
remain so challenging? Are there limits to predictability and if so, why?
Poster sessions are an excellent opportunity for in-depth discussion, but too often
very few meeting participants benefit from such discussion. Towards the end of the poster
session, we will solicit impromptu discussion from 2-3 volunteers who felt that excellent
discussion occurred at their poster that they would like to share with the full meeting. This
will permit junior colleagues to express their views. We will repeat this as often as
necessary. Attendees will be notified in advance of the nature of these interruptions, so that
reasonable quiet is maintained during the discussions.
Finally, to maintain an emphasis on forecasting, and its scientific utility, we will
seek participants who have examples to share from the meteorological discipline. These
examples may include 1) how scientific research improved forecasts, and 2) how forecastoriented products stimulated research.
3. Meeting Format and Schedule
3.1.

Overall Format
The meeting will span four days, with a target date in October of 2018. The block
schedule is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Meeting schedule and format.
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Following a light breakfast every morning, the conference organizers will define
goals for the day's activities. Blocks of talks are followed by discussion periods of 30
minutes. Discussion leads will be selected for all these periods. Discussion is a main focus
of the conference.
The poster session will be preceded by a 1-minute "lightening round" of poster
introductions by the poster presenters. The poster session will have a meeting-wide
interactive component, as described in the previous section. We will alert poster attendees
in advance that their attention is requested during the discussion periods towards the end.
For the third day, we will encourage the formation of sub-groups within the
different SPA disciplines: solar/heliosphere, magnetosphere, ionosphere/thermosphere
(aeronomy), and a cross-cutting group emphasizing numerical methods and data science.
The sub-groups will discuss the previous two days from the perspective of their discipline.
The following should be addressed: is it convincing to suggest that space weather can be
forecast within the requirements set prior to the meeting? How convincing were the
speakers that suggested space weather forecasts can succeed? What are reasonable nearterm targets for forecast accuracy in each domain? What approaches appear most
promising? What fundamental research is most needed? What are the crucial observations?
On the fourth day, each sub-group will present their thoughts and opinions on these
questions. The material will be synthesized in the discussion period before lunch. The
remaining afternoon of the conference will treat concrete actions such as dates for the
report, engagement of the various funding agencies, etc. Publication plans will be finalized
during this discussion. A purpose of the wrap-up is to discuss how the Conference can have
a lasting influence on the field.
3.2.

Social Events
Social events will center around the poster session on the first day, when
refreshments will be served, and the dinner on the third day.
3.3.

Social Media
Social media will be used to engage meeting participants, in particular the junior
ones. A Facebook page and a Twitter account will be created for the conference, for
updating via mobile phone. News and changes will be broadcast this way. The web site for
the conference will be updated regularly throughout the conference, in the manner of a
blog.
3.4.

Conference Topics
To remain focused on the unique challenges we face, and to keep the meeting
compact and targeted, conference topics cannot cover the full range of solar and geospace
phenomena. Rather, topics will be covered that are most relevant to predictability. We
expect the following to be covered, in addition to the themes listed in the summary of
Section 1:
1. Near-Sun environment:
a) Challenges in determining solar inputs for physics-based modeling
b) Extreme solar eruptions
2. Processes in transit:
a) Physical processes contributing to uncertainty in modeling CME
propagation (e.g. CME-CME interactions and deflection)
b) Observational needs
3. Solar energetic particles: modeling and predictability
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4. Geospace (Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere system):
a) Predictability of geospace
b) Predictability of the magnetosphere's interaction with the ionosphere and
thermosphere
c) Coupling from below and its impact on near-Earth space weather
d) Superstorms, supersubstorms, and extreme events
5. Forecasting science
a) First-principles models used in space weather forecasting: strengths and
limitations
b) Data-driven methods (machine learning), empirical models, diagnostic
methods, data assimilation, uncertainty quantification
c) Analogies to weather forecasting
d) Forecasting extremes
6. Current challenges in space weather forecasting
a) Specific accounts from users
b) Characterizing and understanding extreme events
c) Impacts of storms and substorms on technological infrastructure
4. Meeting Organizers
Conveners:
Anthony Mannucci, USA
Delores Knipp, USA
Huixin Liu, Japan
Surja Sharma, USA
Bruce Tsurutani, USA
Olga Verkhoglyadova, USA
Program Committee (agreed to participate):
Yue Deng, University of Texas at Arlington
Cheryl Huang, Air Force Research Laboratory
Mamoru Ishii, National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT),
Japan
Kanya Kusano, Nagoya University, Japan
Hermann Lühr, GFZ Potsdam, Germany
Tomoko Matsuo, University of Colorado, Boulder
Larry Paxton, Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University
Tuija Pulkkinen, Aalto University, Finland
Nathan Schwadron, University of New Hampshire
Harlan Spence, University of New Hampshire
5. Location of Conference
Location can play a role in who attends the conference. Attendance by key
individuals is our main criterion for selection. Our preference for location is a
reasonably-priced venue with a sufficiently large conference room. A few siderooms would be valuable also, but this is not critical. Accommodation for the breakout groups will need to be made. Reasonably-priced (<$200/night, preferably below
$150/night if possible) local hotel accommodations is a plus.
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The ideal location would permit attendees to walk on their own to lunch and
dinner locations. This would permit small-group discussions that we believe would
be a positive for the outcome of the meeting.
Our preference is for locations in the US, for a variety of reasons. The US is
a "compromise" distance for Asian and European participation. Candidate locations
we have discussed are (in no particular order):
San Diego, CA. There are likely several venues here. The question is
whether they offer "walking distance" dining options.
Coronado Island, CA. There is a walk-able town area, but this may be too
expensive with limited hotel options.
La Jolla, CA. The La Jolla Beach And Tennis Club may have reasonable
rates and is near to a town, and has hosted relatively small meetings in the
past. However, the conference facilities may not be large enough.
Oahu, HI. Hawaii may attract attendees, but cost is a factor. The difficulty
for Europeans to attend is partially compensated by location interest. Other
islands are possible (e.g. Hawaii, also known as the "big island").
Carlsbad, CA. This may be a nice setting if the appropriate facilities can be
found.
San Juan Capistrano, CA. Similar to Carlsbad, a potentially nice setting
with some historical interest.
Monterrey, CA. Monterrey hosts the Asilomar conference center. There is
also nearby Carmel, CA. This is not the easiest venue to reach.
Santa Barbara, CA. This venue requires a ~2 hour ride from Los Angeles
International airport, but there are probably several transportation options.
Colorado. The state of Colorado has several options (Boulder, Estes Park,
Keystone, etc.), although weather in October can be challenging.
Logistical note: three of the conveners are from JPL. Venues within 50 miles
of JPL will require these conveners to commute to the meeting each day from their
homes. Therefore venues that are not close to JPL, but less than 50 miles away, are
undesirable.
6. International Participation and Conference Cosponsorship
The meeting will be primarily supported via the conference registration fee.
Logistics will be handled by AGU. Strong international participation of the
conference is essential for the success of the conference and we foresee a need for
travel funds to accommodate selected attendees, including invited speakers. Also
support for young scientists and graduate students is envisaged. We will apply to
international and national agencies for funds to support international invitees. In the
USA such agencies include National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
National Aeronautical and Space Administration, National Science Foundation and
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
7. Anticipated Attendance
~75

0
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A compilation of all of the potential invited speakers submitted by the
Conveners and the Program Committee included ~65 individuals. This list did not come
close to exhausting the entire community. While we do not expect 100% attendance from
the community, we think that the potential invited speaker list is a guide to attendance.
8. Invited Speakers
A preliminary list of potential speakers spanned US, Japan, Europe, Korea, and China. This
can be provided on request. Additional speakers will be being pursued with the program
committee.
9. Relationships to Previous Chapman Conferences
The following Chapman Conferences significantly contributed to scientific
understanding of various aspects of SPA physics, or to the development of first-principles
models. None were focused on scientific aspects of forecasting. Conferences older than
2007 are not considered.
• Chapman Conference on Modeling the Ionosphere/Thermosphere System,
2011
• Chapman Conference on Currents in Geospace and Beyond, 2016
• Chapman conference on Complexity and Extreme Events in Geosciences,
2010
• Chapman Conference on Longitude and Hemispheric Dependence of Space
Weather, 2012
10. Anticipated Conference Reports and/or Publications
The Conveners, in collaboration with the Program Committee, will prepare a
summary report on the conference for publication in Space Weather as a feature. In
addition, the Conveners will solicit papers for a Conference Proceedings in two
forms: an AGU monograph and an AGU journal special issue. All publications will
go through a similar editorial process including peer review. Papers will be placed in
the monograph or journal, by decision of the conveners and program committee, to
achieve balance in each publication. We anticipate that the Monograph may include
more papers from invited speakers, with the special issue having a mix of invited and
contributed papers and posters. The conveners will write a preface to the Monograph.
A combination of conveners and program committee members will contribute an
introduction to the special issue.
11. Biographies of Conveners
Anthony J. Mannucci
Professional Preparation: Ph.D. in Physics, University of California, Berkeley, 1989.
B.A. in Physics, with honors, Oberlin College, 1979.
Relevant Experience: Dr. Mannucci has been at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory since 1989.
He has been supervisor of the Ionospheric and Atmospheric Remote Sensing group, which
specializes in applications of GPS to remote sensing of the atmosphere and ionosphere,
since 1999. He is presently a Senior Research Scientist and Principal. Dr. Mannucci helped
develop the widely used Global Ionospheric Mapping technique and is co-inventor of the
rate-of-TEC-index (ROTI) to monitor ionospheric small-scale irregularities. Dr. Mannucci
also manages Global Assimiliative Ionosphere Model development at JPL. Dr. Mannucci’s
scientific focus areas include ionospheric behavior during large geomagnetic storms and
during high-speed solar wind streams. He has served on the CEDAR science steering
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committee and the Living With a Star Targeted Research and Technology steering
committee. He has organized several workshops, and convened numerous special sessions
at Fall AGU and for other meetings. He organized the Technical Interchange Meeting on
Scientific Challenges in Thermosphere-Ionosphere Forecasting held at JPL in October
2014. Dr. Mannucci is currently Principal Investigator of an effort sponsored by the
NASA/NSF Partnership for Collaborative Space Weather Modeling titled "Medium-Range
Thermosphere-Ionosphere Storm Forecasts."
Selected Refereed Publications
Meng, X., A. J. Mannucci, O. P. Verkhoglyadova, and B. T. Tsurutani (2016), On
forecasting ionospheric total electron content responses to high-speed solar wind
streams, J. Space Weather Space Clim., 6, A19–11, doi:10.1051/swsc/2016014.
Mannucci, A. J., B. T. Tsurutani, O. P. Verkhoglyadova, and X. Meng (2015), On
scientific inference in geophysics and the use of numerical simulations for scientific
investigations, Earth and Space Science, 2, 359–367, doi:10.1002/2015EA000108.
Mannucci, A. J., B. T. Tsurutani, O. Verkhoglyadova, A. Komjathy, and X. Pi (2015) Use
of radio occultation to probe the high-latitude ionosphere, Atmospheric Measurement
Techniques, 8, 2789–2800, doi:10.5194/amt-8-2789-2015.
Mannucci, A. J., Verkhoglyadova, O. P., Tsurutani, B. T., Meng, X., Pi, X., Wang, C.,
Rosen, G., Lynch, E., Sharma, S., Ridley, A., Manchester, W., Van Der Holst, B.,
Echer, E., Hajra, R. (2015), Medium-Range Thermosphere-Ionosphere Storm
Forecasts, Space Weather, 13(3), 125-129, 10.1002/2014sw001125.
McDonald, S. E., F. Sassi, and A. J. Mannucci (2015), SAMI3/SD-WACCM-X
simulations of ionospheric variability during northern winter 2009, Space Weather,
13(9), 568–584, doi:10.1002/2015sw001223.
Liu, G., S. L. England, T. J. Immel, H. U. Frey, A. J. Mannucci, and N. J. Mitchell (2015),
A comprehensive survey of atmospheric quasi 3 day planetary-scale waves and their
impacts on the day-to-day variations of the equatorial ionosphere, J. Geophys. Res.
Space Physics, 120(4), 2979–2992, doi:10.1002/2014ja020805.
Meng, X., A. Komjathy, O. P. Verkhoglyadova, Y. M. Yang, Y. Deng, and A. J.
Mannucci (2015), A new physics-based modeling approach for tsunami-ionosphere
coupling, Geophysical Research Letters, 42(1), 4736–4744,
doi:10.1002/2015GL064610.
Mannucci, A.J., G. Crowley, B. T. Tsurutani, O. P. Verkhoglyadova, A. Komjathy, P.
Stephens (2014), Interplanetary magnetic field By control of prompt total electron
content increases during superstorms, Journal of Atmos. Sol. Terr. Phys., 115-116,
pp. 7–16, doi:10.1016/j.jastp.2014.01.001.
Immel, T. J., and A. J. Mannucci (2013), Ionospheric redistribution during geomagnetic
storms, J. Geophys. Res-Space Phys., 118(12), 7928-7939, 10.1002/2013ja018919.
Shume, E. B., and A. J. Mannucci (2013), First calculation of phase and coherence of
longitudinally separated L-band equatorial ionospheric scintillation, Geophysical
Research Letters, 40(14), 3496-3501, 10.1002/grl.50702.
Mannucci, A. J., B. D. Wilson, D. N. Yuan, C. H. Ho, U. J. Lindqwister, and T. F. Runge
(1998), A global mapping technique for GPS-derived ionospheric total electron
content measurements, Radio Science, 33(3), doi:10.1029/97rs02707.
Bruce T. Tsurutani
Bruce T. Tsurutani received his B.A. and PhD degrees in physics at the University
of California at Berkeley (1972). He has been at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, since receiving his PhD degree and is presently a
Principal Scientist and a Senior Research Scientist at that Institution. Tsurutani has held
Visiting Professor/Visiting Associate positions at Kyoto University (1988, 1989, 2005,
2006-7), Univ. Alaska (1992), NOAA, Boulder, CO (1993), Univ. Cologne, Germany
(1993-4, 2013), Tech. Univ. Braunschweig, Germany (1993-1994, 2010), CalTech (199612
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2001, 2012-2013), Univ. So. Calif. (2003-2007) and INPE, Brazil (2010). He has been the
main organizer of four previous Chapman Conferences: “Collisionless Shocks in the
Heliosphere” (1984-Napa, CA), “Plasma Waves and Instabilities in Magnetospheres and at
Comets” (1987- Sendai, Japan), “Magnetic Storms” (1996- Pasadena, CA), and
“Corotating Solar Wind Streams and Recurrent Geomagnetic Activity” (2005-Manaus,
Brazil). Tsurutani was the lead Editor/Guest Editor for AGU monographs and JGR special
issues following all four of the Chapman Conferences. He has organized many (~40) AGU
Space Physics and Aeronomy (SPA) Solar and Heliospheric special sessions while AGU
Secretary (1982-1986), and has been the Organizer or Co-Organizer of 10 Nonlinear Wave
and Chaos Workshops (1994, 1997, 1999, 2001, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2013, 2017). He
is a past President-Elect/President of the AGU SPA Section (1988-1992) and an AGU
Fleming Medalist and Fellow (2009). Tsurutani has interest in all facets of space weather,
from the Sun to the atmosphere and is particularly interested in extreme/nonlinear
processes therein. He is an Editor of the EGU/AGU joint journal Nonlinear Processes in
Geophysics and has established an AGU SPA/NG prize for “Nonlinear Waves and
Processes”.
Selected Relevant Refereed Publications
Tsurutani, B. T., and C.-I. Meng, Interplanetary Magnetic Field Variations and Substorm
Activity, J. Geophys. Res., 77, 2964, l972.
Tsurutani, B.T., W.D. Gonzalez, F. Tang, S.-I. Akasofu, and E.J. Smith, Origin of
Interplanetary Southward Magnetic Fields Responsible for Major Magnetic Storms Near
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